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HOUSE . . . . No. 1850

Boston, Mass., March 29, 1946.

)f Representatives of Massachusetts in
irt assembled.

To the Honorable Senate and Ho
General Cc

The unpaid special Commission known as the Post-war
Highway Commission, created by chapter 46 of the Resolves
of 1943, herewith submits its report.

The chapter under which the Commission was created is
as follows:

Clje Commontuealtf) of Qpastfac&usetts

REPORT OF THE POST-WAR HIGHWAY
COMMISSION.

Resolved, That an unpaid special commission, to be known as the Post-
war Highway Commission and hereinafter referred to as the commission,
consisting of two members of the senate to be designated by the president
thereof, five members of the house of representatives to be designated by
the speaker thereof, one person to be appointed by the governor, the
commissioner of public works, the mayor of the city of Boston or a person
appointed by him, and the chairman of the metropolitan district commis-
sion or a person appointed by him, is hereby established for the purpose
of making a study of such highway projects throughout the common-
wealth as may, in its opinion, be necessary or advisable to be carried out
after the termination of the present war, with a view to recommending
a post-war program of highway and traffic improvements. The commis-
sion, in carrying out its study hereunder, shall consider, with respect to
each highway project which it may deem necessary or advisable for inclu-
sion in such a program, as to whether public convenience requires the
construction or carrying out thereof, and if so, it shall determine as to
said project (1) the probable cost; (2) how the cost of said improvement,
and of land takings, if necessary, therefor, should be apportioned; (3)
by whom said improvement should be made; and (4) by whom said
improvement should be maintained upon its completion.
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The commission, within thirty days after the appointment of the mem-
bers thereof, shall transmit to the state department of public works a list
of post-war projects designed to relieve or eliminate traffic congestion in
the commonwealth, and may supplement such list at such later dates as
it may determine. Said department, for the purpose of determining the
projects to be planned under this paragraph, may, with the approval of
the governor, omit or modify any of said projects or add thereto other
post-war projects designed to re
department shall, as promptly a
detail of location and amount of
detailed cost of estimates, and a
prerequisite to the actual const

ieve such traffic congestion

possible, prepare plans, specificatio:
necessary land takings or acquisitioiquisitic

1 other things necessary or prof

ruction of the projects so deterr
detail to the commission, on ordepartment shall report in

October first, nineteen hundred and forty-four, the material so j:
and its recommendations in regard thereto.

r the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this resolve, t
be expended by the eommissio
ance such sums, not exceeding

penses and clerical and othc
thirty th

may be appropriated therefor fron the Highway Fund
Notwithstanding any other pi the state depart

public works may, with the apj the governc
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t of activities i
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be made available for finahcin
the preparation of a program of post- r highway constructu

ral funds is hereby granteeity to make application for such fee
state department of put to such other agency of the
vealth as the governor may desig

The commission shall report t( the general court its findings and it
recommendations, if any, togethe with drafts of legislation necess;

fleet, by filing the same with thecarry such recommendations int
of the house of representatives 01
ber in the year nineteen hundre

before the first Wednesday of N
nd fortv-four.

Orgaxizatk

Pursuant to the provisions of the resolve
special commission, the President of the Senate desig.
Senators Harris S. Richardson of Winchester and Le
Sullivan of Boston. The Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives designated Representatives Edward W. Stare
Southbridge, F. Eben Brown of Fairhaven, Peter J. Jordan
of Revere, Michael J. Neville of Cambridge, and Philip M
Markley of Springfield. The Governor appointed William
A. Bennett, Mayor of Worcester. The Mayor of the city of
Boston appointed Charles A. Coyle of Boston. Commis-
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sioner Herman A. MacDonald of the Department of Public
Works, and Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman, chairman of
the Metropolitan District Commission, were named to the
Commission under the terms of the resolve. The appoint-
ments to the Commission were completed on August 3, 1943.

On August 9, 1943 the Post-war Highway Commission
organized and elected Senator Harris S. Richardson of Win-
chester, chairman; Representative Edward W. Staves of
Southbridge, vice-chairman; Representative F. Eben Brown
of Fairhaven, clerk; and Philip H. Kitfield, assistant project
engineer, Massachusetts Department of Public Works, as
engineer-advisor; and established permanent headquarter
in Room 249, State House, Boston, Mass.

We respectfully submit the following report of progress,
and further request authority to continue these studies
during the years of 1945 and 1946 and that sufficient funds

ppropriated for this purpos(

D TIES

joint survey by this ( immission, the Massachusetts
and the State Planning Board,Department of Public Work

was immediately undertake >r the purpose of planning a
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t all agree thats on priority and
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Cost

It represents a huge task, long delayed, and obviously
will require vast sums of money; however, it should be borne
in mind that this is a post-war program to be financed out
of the gas tax and other Highway Fund revenues during a
prosperous, peace-time period, freed of gasoline curtailment
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with a greatly accelerated use of both pleasure cars and
trucks.

It is reasonable to assume that the resumption of unre-
stricted travel will show a steady increase in the consump-
tion of gasoline, with a corresponding increase in gasoline
collections.

The history of gasoline tax collections in Massachusetts
certainly bears out this theory, while all authoritative pre-
dictions for the post-w-ar period indicate an abnormal
increase.

Observation

A diagnosis of the contributing causes for the present de-
ficiencies in our highway system reveals the following funda-
mental weaknesses:

First, lack of planned financing
Second, limiting our construction appropriations to grudg-

ing, last-minute matching of federal funds allocated to us
by a Congress totally unfamiliar, and equally indifferent, to
our needs.

Third, depleting the Highway Fund of its revenue for
other than highway purposes.

Previous to the existence of this Commission there has
been no state highway plan for the very good reason that
no appropriation has ever been authorized for such a plan.

We found that the Department of Public Works was well
aware of the highway needs, but could not plan intelligently
because of the uncertainty and unpredictability of future
appropriations

dration of the type of problem
confronted with; a portion of
olete, either through obsoles-
aiety demands reconstruction.

Following is a common illu
the Department is frequently
a through route becomes oh
cence or other reasons, and s
It is part of a route that should be relocated its entire length.
The Department well recognizes that money spent spasmodi-
cally in piecemeal allotments on its present location is eco-
nomically unsound, yet it is forced to rebuild such a section
on the old, undesirable location because sufficient funds for
the complete relocation cannot be anticipated. Money that
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should have been spent on relocating the route is used and
the problem remains unsolved.

Until we have a sound, established financial plan we must
of necessity spend huge sums on undesirable locations.
This is a serious waste of money and results in a checker-
board of modern and ancient, outmoded sections on many
routes and on wrong locations.

The Legislature has allowed the state highway situation
to remain dormant. It has taken no initiative action for a
construction plan beyond its chapter 90 construction and
chapter 81 maintenance appropriations, and the matching
of federal funds.

The Highway Fund is the largest single fund in the State.
The state highway requirements are by. far the costliest
problem we are confronted with, yet the highways receive
less attention than any other matter of importance before
the Legislature.

The Commonwealth has depended entirely upon the gen-
erosity of Congress to establish a state highway policy.

Diversion.

With the federal government taking from the motorists
of Massachusetts over $8,000,000 per year, and the Legisla-
ture distributing an average of another $8,000,000 per year
to cities and towns, it is understandable why our highway
system has become inadequate.

Since 1933 there has been diverted from the state High-
way Fund for other purposes by the Legislature the stagger-
ing sum of $109,000,000. This is an alarming practice of the
greatest concern to the motorists who paid this huge sum in
taxes in good faith, for the purpose of having the Common-
wealth provide better highway facilities.

The distribution to cities and towns is ostensibly for high-

way purposes, but it produces no highway improvements.
It is actually disbursed on a basis of wealth, without needs
or expenditures being considered.

The wealthier a municipality is the more it receives. The
poorer the municipality is the less it receives; even though
it may have greater highway expenditures to finance.
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The first diversion was authorized in 1933 to reduce the
state tax levy on cities and towns. This was purely a relief
measure to help-improve their finances, so depleted during
the depression. No attempt was made to authorize its use
for highway purposes. It was a straight transfer of $8,000,-
000 to the General Fund. It wqs justified on the grounds of
an extraordinary economic emergency. Once the precedent
was established there was no stopping the practice, and in
the four succeeding years a total of $30,000,000 was trans-
ferred to the General Fund on the same basis.

In 1938 this practice became embarrassing, so an old
practice by a new name was introduced. The practice was
continued, but a new title was adopted “Distribution to
Cities and Towns for Highway Purposes.” From then to
1945, inclusive, another $58,000,000 was extracted from the
Highway Fund. The title had changed, but the disposition
of the funds remained the same. We submit that the reason
for the present poor and inadequate condition of our high-
way system is due to this diversion.

We are convinced that our highways are in such desper-
ate need of improvements and new construction that the
entire Highway Fund will be required to meet the demands
for at least ten years. We are faced with the possibility of
a serious and costly disintegration of the highway system in
which the State and the municipalities have such a large
investment.

An examination of the records of a few cities and towns to
determine the effect of our present method of distribution
discloses the fallacy of applying municipal wealth as a yard-
stick to indicate highway costs. Distribution to cities and
towns for highway purposes in 1941, based on the municipal
valuation formula, shows lack of reasoning or justice. The
percentage of distribution applied against actual municipal
highway expenditures varies from 21 per cent in some cities
and towns to as high as 74 per cent in others. This is an in-
justice and results in a breach of faith to the motorists. Ac-
tually this money is not used for the improvement or better-
ment of highways. No increased highway appropriations by
cities or towns resulted from the transfer. This distribution
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simply amounted to another receipt for the municipalities
for any purpose they desired.

With this $8,000,000 there might have been constructed
each year at least 26 miles of modern divided express high-
way, or approximately 100 miles of modern paved two-lane
highway, or 500 miles of rural roads.

It should be remembered that this is what might have
been additionally accomplished any one year by the State
if no diversion had taken place. Actually this diversion has
taken place thirteen years in succession.

Condition" of the State Highway System.

As a general statement, our state highway system is obso-
lete and worn out. The condition of the highways this spring
after the exceptionally hard winter emphasizes this fact, but
this is apparent every spring. Intensive maintenance will
put these roads back into reasonably satisfactory condition
before the summer season, but it is obviously unsound to
continue year after year these heavy annual expenses on
worn-out highways without permanent improvemen

perhaps more important is that maintenance can-
not cure obsolescence. Highways designed for traffic vol-
umes, speeds and vehicles of twenty years ago are obviously
unsafe and inadequate for the anticipated traffic volumes
and speeds of the post-war years, or even of today.

We have a state highway system of about 2,000 miles.
It is generally agreed that the life of a pavement is at most
between twenty and thirty years, and even taking the higher
figure we should reconstruct at least 70 miles of state high-
way per year to retain even what we have, but it has been
years since any such mileage has been reconstructed in any
year. In the meantime we are slipping backward.

Of our present state highway system, approximately 563
miles or 28 per cent of the pavements are over twenty years
old, and approximately 118 miles or 6 per cent are over
thirty years old.

Highway- Safety

Highway safety and modern highway construction go
hand in hand. The pre-war highway accident rate was
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rising rapidly except where highways had been built to mod-
ern standards. For example, on the section of the Newbury-
port Turnpike reconstructed in 1037, with six traffic lanes di-
vided by a central island, the accident rate dropped from 3.51
accidents per million vehicle miles before reconstruction to
2.04 accidents per million vehicle miles after reconstruction.

During the war the accident rate in general has decreased
more than the decrease in the volume of traffic, because vol-
umes have been reduced in most places to a point where
drivers have ample room.

The lowered accident rate cannot be maintained or bet-
tered after the war, with the expected great increase in
traffic volumes, unless the capacity of the highways is in-
creased proportionately.

Federal Funds
The Congress in the closing days of the 1944 session

passed a four-year post-war highway authorization bill of
81,500,000,000, of which Massachusetts will receive $lO,-
000,000 per year for three years, or a total of $30,000,000,
subject to equal matching by the State, and if so matched
will create a fund of $60,000,000. In addition, there remains
in the federal treasury nearly $4,000,000 of a 1941 federal ap-
propriation, available to Massachusetts if equally matched,
plus an accumulation in the Highway Fund resulting from
the suspension of construction during the war.

Federal Highway Legislation.

This Commission took an active part in the deliberations
of the Committee on Roads of the Congress on the Federal
Highway Act of 1944.

A sub-committee was authorized to attend the hearings,
prepare briefs and other data deemed necessary to properly
present our opposition to several undesirable and discrimi-
natory features of the proposed legislation.

The bill filed with the Committee on Roads by the Amer-
ican Association of State Highway Officials would have pe-
nalized the. taxpayers of Massachusetts by direct and indirect
taxation $53,000,000 in subsidies to other sections of the
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nation. As a result of our activities the subsidies were re-
duced to $22,000,000, a saving to Massachusetts taxpayers
of $31,000,000. This was accomplished, first, by a long-
delayed recognition of our urban problems; second, by the
adoption of aso—• 50 matching feature; and third, a new
formula based on population for 25 per cent of the appro-
priation which actually produced 66 per cent of our allot-
ment. This was the first major change in the distribution
formula, and the first recognition of urban requirements in
federal legislation since 1916, and was accomplished only
after a determined fight lasting well over a year. A twenty-
eight-year-old precedent, detrimental to the populous eastern
States has finally been broken, and it is hoped that future
appropriations by the Congress will include these features.

With us, in this crusade for justice in federal highway
legislation, were the state highwaj' officials of Connecticut,
New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Together we
formed a group of five States and protested vigorously the
passage of the original bill, and as a result we finally won sub-
stantial amendments of great value to our States.

We are all especially grateful to William J. Cox, Commis-
sioner of Highways of the State of Connecticut, for the
charts, graphs, tables and other data so ably prepared by
him and so generously furnished for our use by the Connec-
ticut Department of Highways, and which proved to be of
such great- value in the presentation of our case.

Talks given on behalf of this Commission in the interest
of Massachusetts before the Congressional House Commit-
tee on Roads, Washington, D. C., on March 9 and April 24,
1944, are submitted herewith.

Talk given before the House Committee on Roads, Wash-
ington, D, C., March 9, 1944, by Edward W. Staves,
Vice-Chairman, Massachusetts Post-War Highway Com-
mission.

Massachusetts has a Public Works Commission composed of
a Commissioner and two Associate Commissioners, who plan,
construct and maintain all primary and secondary highways, and
all of our minor and local system of highways on which any direct
grants from the State is involved.
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We have 1,881 miles of primary, 2,019 miles of secondary, and
19,610 miles of rural roads, of which 577 miles are extensions of
through routes.

Massachusetts has a density of population exceeding that of
any of its sister States. It has a population of nearly 5,000,000,
with 4,300,000 living within 50 miles of Boston, and has 78 cities
and towns with a population of 10,000 or over, some with several
hundred thousand and one with nearly a million.

This density of population within such a restricted area creates
an almost continuous city aspect or sphere or city influence for
many miles in any one direction, so much so that motorists are
frequently unaware of having crossed city borders.

These conditions plus heavy travel and rugged terrain present
engineering difficulties not found in more level and sparsely popu-
lated sections of the United States, while right-of-way costs are
frequently staggering because of residential, commercial and
industrial development. In many instances the cost of construc-
tion is also staggering, due to the many intersections, which have
to be solved by the construction of costly grade separations,
with overpasses, underpasses, depressed highways, clover leaves
and often parallel service roads.

To illustrate our traffic problems, I will cite one example: In
1941, travel on our routes 3 and 3A to Cape Cod had reached the
enormous total of 35,000 cars daily as an average in the summer
months, with peak days of 68,000 cars. This travel at one point
had to pass through the city of Quincy on a street so choked with
cars, busses and trolleys that they practically diminished the
through travel width to one lane each way. Instances have been
recorded where a mile or more of four-lane traffic was at a stand-
still, and in some cases cars took two to three hours to cover about
one mile. It is pertinent to note that this traffic comes from every
State in the Union, and that well over 50 per cent of the cars bore
out-of-State plates.

In Metropolitan Boston, major highway improvements have
become an absolute necessity. Through routes leading intoBoston,
exclusive of local travel, carry an average of 176,000 cars daily,
with peak days even greater.

To help relieve the through traffic snarl in Boston, we are con-
templating an overhead structure capable of carrying daily 60,000
cars, with lower street level accommodations for 30,000 more,
this in addition to our already partly built circumferential or
belt route.
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Due to obsolescence and out-moded through routes in more
rural sections, we are forced to rebuild long stretches of four and
six lanes, double-barreled highways in many sections of our State
to meet anticipated post-war highway demands. These routes are
all very heavily traveled through routes, most of them on the
interregional system, and carry up to 35,000 cars per day.

The fallacy of our past practice of using federal aid money to
build highways only to the borders of our larger communities is
at last clearly recognized, and at least one of two things must be
done, either build circumferential routes or build the missing
connecting portions, while our larger metropolitan centers, like
Boston, may require both, to insure anything like a continuity
of fluid traffic movement.

Obviously these projects were not built because the cost was
prohibitive under the usual federal aid appropriations. The report
of the Interregional Highway Commission, H. R. 2426, filed by the
American Association of State Highway Officials, and H, R. 4170,
all stress these neglected urban requirements, so that at least in
this respect apparent agreement has been reached. We concur
whole-heartedly in these findings, also in the total amount of the
suggested program. Large as it may seem at first glance, an analy-
sis of Massachusetts allotment under any possible formula will
still leave our State far short of its requirements. The report of
the Interregional Commission clearly indicates huge sums have
to be spent in and near the populated centers to complete and
make the program workable.

We oppose the formula in existence and that proposed in H. R.
2426 which is but a slight modification of the present formula.
We oppose this proposed formula because it is so obviously out
of line with fact an'd conditions. We are unable to reconcile a
tax of 1107,000,000 with a reimbursement of -154,000,000, while
our immediate needs for highway improvements based on national
standards are approximately two hundred million dollars. In any
distribution under this formula we would be opposed to the pro-
posed 75 25 matching.

On the other hand, however, we find that the actual suggested
disbursements contained in H. R. 4170 are much more in line with
our contributions and highway needs. The method used in arriv-
ing at the conclusions in H. R. 4170 are somewhat unusual in the
approach, but surprisingly accurate and clearly in line with the
facts and present conditions. On such an allotment basis our
objections to the matching provisions would be much reduced.
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I, too, would like to emphasize the importance of an early
passage of this bill. In our State the cost of plans, blueprints and
specifications averages about 4 per cent of the total cost, and even
higher in some of our strictly urban projects.

Many of our proposed plans are for such projects, and are too
costly to undertake until the appropriation is actually made, while,
on the other hand, the time element is so vital, if we are to have
the plans ready for a possible emergency, that any delay would
be extremely unfortunate. I therefore plead with you for as
speedy enactment as possible.

The huge amount involved, even under the present federal
financial conditions, can be justified, we believe, on the grounds
of national economy, for the following reasons:

1. That it is self-liquidating. This program will undoubtedly
take five years to complete, while the federal gas tax and imposts
during this period will exceed the appropriation.

2. The new urban features will insure work to unemployed at
least in a reasonable ratio to population as well as in rural sections.

3. It is a w.ell-recognized fact that highway construction is the
most profitable type of public work in the turnover of the economic
dollar. For every dollar spent, four dollars are put in motion on
such a national scale that hardly any State can escape benefiting.

Providing concrete, petroleum products, lumber, iron, steel,
machinery, stone, trucks, etc., would provide work for countless
thousands and greatly stimulate trade,

4. The direct benefit to highway users is sufficient to warrant
the appropriation even though it were not self-liquidating.

All well thought out, properly planned and constructed high-
way improvements in the past have met with instant and enthusias-
tic approval.

The manpower required, both direct and indirect, in the work
itself, and in the supplying of material, machinery and supplies,
may develop as a dominant factor in solving what may well be
our greatest problem after the war.

5. With nearly forty million cars registered and on our high-
ways, and with an anticipated steady increase expected, it is
clearly little wonder that services furnished the motorist should
be of paramount interest to the public.

And last, the national safety is largely measured by its trans-
portation facilities. No greater medium of national safety can
be experienced than in a nationally thought out perfected system
of highways such as outlined in this program.
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Talk given before the House Congressional Committee
on Roads, by Edward W. Staves, Vice-Chairman Massa-
chusetts Post-War Highway Commission, Boston, Mass.,
April 24, 1944.

You are considering a proposed highway construction appropri-
ation which will cost the citizens of this nation four billion dollars;
in other words, four thousand million dollars certainly an
amount of sufficient importance to demand that the greatest
possible attention be given to a fair, equitable distribution of the
tax load in accordance with expenditures and location of improve-
ments. Only the most urgent and very sound reasons can justify
a program of such magnitude.

We believe that sufficiently sound reasons are plainly set forth
in the preambles of the bills before you, namely, for the post-
war construction of greatly needed highways and bridges to elimi-
nate grade crossing hazards and to cushion the post-war conversion
to peacetime economy.

These are sound proposals of the greatest importance to national
economy, stabilization and the individual welfare of the many
millions of our demobilized military and industrial workers re-
quiring employment during the rehabilitation period.

We are in thorough accord with these objectives, and in com-
plete support of the program as a whole, and endorse it, but are
in absolute disagreement with the provisions of H. R. 2426, which
completely ignores the very reasons it sets forth for the appropria-
tion. Our objections are as follows:

1. The method of distribution
2. The 75 25 matching feature
3. The complete disregard of comparative road needs, of the

location of expected unemployment, and the source of taxation.
4. The penalizing of twelve States, California, Connecticut,

Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jer-
sey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Washington of over
eleven hundred million dollars in subsidies to other States.

5. The lack of sufficiently flexible provisions to permit the
States to choose the most needed improvements.

6. The providing of funds greatly in excess of requirements in
some States, and failure to provide equitably and sufficiently in
other States.

7. The bill is discriminatory, inequitable and unjust, and com-
pletely fails to serve the purpose intended. We most emphati-
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cally register our protest against the passage of legislation embody-
ing such unfair provisions

On the other hand, H. R. 4628 appears to be a fair and mor«
■ealistic approach to the problem. It recognizes the present
ederal aid law, and provides a normal annual appropriation of
ne hundred thirty-five million dollars a year for three years, un

the existing formula, perpetuating the present practice without
change.

To furnish the cushioning effect for the anticipated unempl
ment during the rehabilitation period, and the construction
greatly needed highway improvements, this bill proposes an app
priation of one billion six hundred million dollars to be equally
Hatched by the States and the federal government, for construe

tion on the interregional highway system, its alternate and ai
liary routes, and on other portions of the federal aid highway
system, as may be designated by the various state highway de-
partments, subject to the approval of the Public Roads Admin-

itration. This rounds out the four billion dollar program
proposed in all bills before you for consideration

In addition to the retention of States’ rights, it further giv

recognition of the greatest road needs and location of unempl
ment on a per capita ratio

It gives consideration to the source of taxation, and furnishe
sorely needed flexibility in choosing projects, which vary so

;reatly in different States, and is fundamentally sound in its
matching and distribution formula

It is extremely desirable to continue the practice of equal matcl
ing, and certainly no reason has been advanced why it shoul
abandoned

While it is generally" conceded that no single yardstick is strictly
accurate, automobile registration as used in this bill is certainly

more pertinent and representative of highway usage and need;
than such unrelated factors as area or even mileage, and const

quently more preferable and closer related to actual road needs.
Even under this bill the twelve States previously mentionec

would be taxed over four hundred million dollars more than they
received to subsidize less populous States.

We believe that this is being sufficiently generous, and would
provide, together with their own contributions, sufficient funds
to construct highway improvements comparatively greater than
our own

This bill is a very sound approach to this gigantic problen
Sealing realistically and factually with the problem, and is su
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ficiently flexible to work out a highway program that will be of
lasting national benefit, with maximum economy.

Congressional Conference

V delegation from this Commission was later authorized
ng States, with authority to act
ce with the House chairman of
e on Roads in Salt Lake City,
place on October 25, 1944, and
adopt three perfecting amend-

to represent the five protesting
in their behalf in a conference
the Congressional CommitU
Utah. The conference took
resulted in an agreement to
ments, adding flexibility' to rigid, unworkable provisions in
the bill as filed, together with a fourth amendment which
released $3,000,000, or 10 per cent' of the appropriation,
which we would have been denied the use of by the original
rigid provisions of the bill. This amount, if equally matched,

1 by $6,000,000increases our total usable fu
The following letter, dated
the House chairman of the

November 7, 1944, addressed
Committee on Roads, Wash-

ington, D. C., summarize result of the conference and
confirms the several amendments agreed upon, and also
states in detail our objections to other provisions of the bill,
together with suggested remedies.

Boston, Massachusetts, November 7, 1944ST

Hon. J. W. Robinson, M.C., Chairman, Committee on Roads, He
Represmtatives, Washington, D

My Dear Congressman Robinson: In accordance with the agree-
ment reached with you in our conference in Salt Lake City, Utah, October
25, I am enclosing a copy of S. 2105 amended to embody the sever;

changes as agreed upon at that meeting, namely
1. The inclusion of the costs of rights-of-way, on a permissive basis.
2. To amend the classification of urban areas from 5,000 to a 10,000

population basis
3. Beginning with line 8, page 4, revision is made to give certain States

more latitude in the use of secondary road funds, and to eliminate local
ifficials in some States from participation in the selection of secondary

roadi
4. On page 7, section 5, line one, pertaining to the elimination of high-

way-railway grade crossing hazards, amended to read, “That not more
than 10 per cent may be used.’

P. S. You mentioned that you might wish to eliminate entirely the
15 per cent participation by the railroads. While we have not included
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this correction, we are, however, in sympathy with your views and would
be pleased to support you if you decided to include it.

5. Section dealing with the mandatory expenditure of \\ per cent for
economic investigation and highway research, etc.

We recommend that the word “shall” in line 7, page 10, be changed
to read “may”.

These five amendments include all points on which you and I reached
definite agreement, and while they are of great importance in making
S. 2105 a practical and workable document, they are actually sensible,
practical and necessary perfecting amendments, which are principally
editorial in character and not seriously controversial.

This leaves but two matters which you and I discussed, on which no
agreement was reached.

1. The greatly increased so-called forest roads appropriation.
2. The question of a more equitable distribution of the two hundred

million appropriation for the regular federal aid system.
The ve States, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York

and Pennsylvania, as well as Majority Leader Congressman John Mc-
Cormack, all of whom I represented at our conference, together with
several other States which I had no authority to represent, have become
very curious and concerned over the greatly increased forest roads appro-
priation.

We are having a thorough analysis made of the exact disposition of the
past several years’ appropriation, to determine what proportion of this
fund, if any, has been spent on other than public lands, and if so, whether
on regular secondary system, federal aid system or private lands.

As you are aware, this fund requires no matching of any kind by the
States involved; consequently any of this money spent on any system
but the expressly stated and implied purpose of the act constitutes dis-
crimination against the great majority of our States who do not partici-
pate beyond the assessment stage.

We feel that no sufficiently sound reason has been advanced for a pro-
posed 300 per cent increased appropriation, and we therefore ask that you
seriously consider the necessity for such an unprecedented action.

From the information we now possess it appears that better than 75
per cent of so-called forest road funds is actually spent'on state highway
and federal aid systems, a fact not previously generally known, and cer-
tainly not implied in the act authorizing the expenditure.

We now come to the one remaining issue not yet agreed upon, namely,
the question of equitable distribution of the two hundred million allot-
ment for regular federal aid as passed by the Senate, based on a formula
provided in section 21 of the Federal Highway Act, which gives equal
weight to three factors, namely, area, population and road mileage, as
determining factors in the various States’ allotments.

This formula was adopted many years ago, and was justified at that
time because of existing conditions. However, the expenditure of huge
sums, subsidized by the more populated States over a period of more than
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a quarter of a century, has so improved the through routes in the large
area and small populated States that the necessity for huge subsidies
has practically disappeared, while the real expensive traffic problems to
be solved now exist in the heavy populated States, both in urban and
interurban areas.

These problems are serious, causing expensive and annoying delays to
through traffic, and totally unnecessary if the revenue from this traffic
were more equitably distributed and spent where the revenue is raised,
and where the problems actually exist.

Both the urban and interurban conditions were strongly emphasized
in the President’s Interregional Highway Report, and used extensively
by witnesses from all sections of the country at the hearings held before
your Committee as a basic reason for a large appropriation.

The proponents for a continuation of a distribution allotment for a
federal aid system of through highways based on an outmoded and obso-
lete formula, finding no solace or encouragement in the up-to-date factual
Interregional Highway Report, adopted the simple expedient of ignoring
this great and very expensive survey, conducted nationwide and impar-
tially for the guidance of the Congress in determining the future highway
needs of the country.

No wonder the so-called post-war highway appropriation bill has had a
itormy career in the Congress, and still remains a controversial issue.

The populated States paying unbelievable subsidies have agreed to an
appropriation of one hundred and twenty-five million per year for three
years for a secondary highway system based on the section 21 formula,
which is of very doubtful benefit to them in exchange for a like amount
for urban improvements based on urban populations, which can be termed
a generous compromise.

The two hundred million yearly appropriation for the three post-war
years for the so-called federal aid highways, covering the great through
highway transportation system of America, is substantially the same as
outlined in the Interregional Highway Report, with special and emphatic
emphasis placed on the need for improvements in the populated States,
where the population is the densest, traffic the heaviest, car registration
the greatest, the preponderance of the gasoline tax collected, and the need
is most urgent.

The distribution allotments set up in S. 2105, under section 21, is
obviously unfair, unsound and wholly out of line with the facts, and con-
stitutes an unwise expenditure of public funds.

The Congress has now recognized that the old section 21 was inadequate
to meet the urban problem, and we most emphatically insist that it is
equally inadequate to solve the interurban problems, and suggest as a
final compromise that the two hundred million federal aid be alloted 50
per cent on a basis of the existing section 21, and 50 per cent on automobile
registration.

Automobile registration, car usage, highway wear and tear, gas tax
collection, highway need, highway problems and highway construction
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ite would completely ignore this most
formula not based on highway needs,

are synonomous. Automobile re£
yet the bill as passed by the Sen:
potent yardstick, and substitute a
usage or costs as a determination f llotment

ready been adopted by the Senate inA. satisfactory compromise h
tion to allotments of secondary and urban appropriations, and if this
sailed 50-50 formula compromise which we offer were adopted, a high-

way bill would undoubtedly be speedily passed, and a properly planned
program would shortly be in the making.

This suggested compromise is offered earnestly and sincerely afte
nany conferences with high officials of many States who have given much
f their time and effort to this problem, and who remain determined that

this huge appropriation shallbe apportioned on a basis of need and equity,
which obviously is the location of the source of revenue.

An analysis of the compromise which wr e offer will immediately reveal
that even under this proposed formula we are still heavily penalized in
huge subsidies to other sections, which are actually less in need of major
highway improvements than we are.

This statement is sent you at this time for your consideration, and, as
House chairman of the Roads Committee, that you may be acquainted
in advance with our views and the demands that we shall renew before
Congress when it convenes.

We are appreciative and truly grateful for your co-operative and under-
standing attitude towards the several perfecting amendments which you
so graciously agreed to and offered to support.
||Your interest practically insures their passage, and we are sure this will
be sincerely appreciated by the many state highway departments through-
out the nation as a great practical contribution in solving the many con-

flicting sectional and technical difficulties that are inevitably present in
putting such a huge program into actual operation.

Please accept my sincere and genuine appreciation of your kind thought-
fulness for my welfare during my visit to your home city of Salt Lake City.

With kindest personal regards, and very best wishes, I remain
Very cordially yours,

Edward W. Staves,
State Representative ,

House Chairman, Massachusetts Post-War
Highway Commission.

On behalf of the following:
Connecticut State Highway Department.
Massachusetts Post-War Highway Commission.
New Jersey State Highway Department.
New York State Highway Department.
Pennsylvania State Highway Department.
Congressman JohnW. McCormack of Massachusetts

Congressional House Majority Leader
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Federal “Generosity.

Previous to the last appropriation bill referred to above,
the federal government has been collecting from 10 to 11
million dollars annually from
setts by the imposition of the

the motorists of Massachu-
present lU2 P er cent federal
Congress has seen fit to returngas tax. Of this amount the C

to Massachusetts less than 81
that amount we had to match
to have it. The remainder h
sections of the country by cc

,000,000 per year, and even
before they would permit us
as been distributed to other
ngressional act based on an

outmoded formula, replete with discriminations, inequali-
ties and injustices.

Engineering.

For the purpose of expediency and concentration of en-
gineering effort, we deemed it advisable to organize two
groups of engineers, one to handle state-wide problems, with
the exception of greater Boston, and another group to handle
the Greater Boston problem.

In defining the Greater Boston area we refer to the Met-
ropolitan District for approximately 10 miles from the hub
of Boston in all directions. Each of these groups has been
given the responsibility of furnishing this Commission with
traffic data, reconn oissance, diagnosis of locations, recom-
mendations as to type of structures, estimated costs, etc.

State-wide Engineers Committee.
The organization and personnel of this Committee follow

R. W. Coui rn, Chairman
Chief Engineer, State Department of Public Work

Otis D. Fellows, Vice Chairman.
Chief Engineer, State Planning Board

George H. Delano.
Project Engineer, Department of Public Works

Edgar F. Copell.

Traffic Engineer, Department of Public Works
Ralph 0. Spofford.

Bridge Engineer, Department of Public Works
Philip H. Kitfield.

Assistant Project Engineer, Department of Public Work
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Lansing S. Hebehd.
Senior Civil Engineer, Department of Public Works

Harold J. Duffy.

Senior Civil Engineer, State Planning Board
Joseph C. Cressy.

Manager, Highway Planning Survey, Department of Public Works.
State Department of Public Works District Highway Engineer

G. A. Curtis, District 1, Pittsfield.
C. B. Raymond (Acting), District 2, Greenfield
M. J. Dalton, District 3, Worcester.
F. D. Sabin, District 4, Boston.
C. A. Fritz (Acting), District 5, Beverly.
F. A. Chase (Acting), District 6, Taunton
L. R. Sellew, District 7, Middleborough.

This group of engineers faces a gigantic problem, embrac-
ing the entire Commonwealth from the tip of the Cape to
the New York State line, with the exception of Boston. We
have every confidence in their ability to solve this problem
in a satisfactory manner.

State-wide Engineering Progress

Reconnoissance studies are being made on projects in all
sections of this State, based on an over-all request made by

ufficiently developed will bethis Commission, and when
submitted to us for approval

Works at present is suffering
now engaged in the armed

The Department of Public
from a shortage of engineer
forces of the United States,
engineers on these plans.

but is working all available

For several years the engineers in the Department of
Public Works have worked at odd times on many desirable
projects and have plans developed in various stages. We
approved many of these partly finished plans and ordered
that they be immediately completed so that in the event
of an unemployment crisis plans would be available to
proceed with construction and furnish employment. Our
sole reason for this action was expediency, and no priority
was intended. It is insurance against an emergency.

The Commission herewith submits the following projects
on which plans, blueprints and specifications have been
completed:
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Length
(Miles).

Estimated
Cost.

Adi
Reconstruction of state highway on Route ne $65,000

Great Ba
Reconstruction of state highway on Rout tom Housatonic River 0 90,000

to Rout

Reconstruction of state highway on Route
northerly.

ll GreatBarrington line, 1.0fi- 80,000

P
First Street railroad bridgi 0 55,000

Deerjieli

Sugar Loaf Streetleconstruction of state hi] ue 1it 180,000

Reconstruction of state highway on RiChicopee River to Meadow Street.
C11 'hicopee Street from 0.8 170,000

Ea.
Bridge over Manhan River on Route 10 0.1 55,000

Chicopee-South Hai
New route from Chicopee Falls to Willimans d, South Hadleysett It 680,000

Leverett-Anthers
Completion of new route from Millers Fall: ute 116, Amherstt 360,000

Agawam-W
Bridge over Westfield River, Route 5A 0 230,000

Montagu
Elimination of Cuff’s grade crossing by 20,000

C

Reconstruction of st B: ■iggsville toVermont 2.4 210,0003U

Bl
Reconstruction of stat R. Trench bridge fto 1.1 50.de Island lin

Ste
Bridge over railrc •ute 12 at Ste 11l

Wet
Reconstruction of state highway or 110,000

Fitchimrg-W

>mpletionof Fitchburg bypass, section of F >ut 4 710,000

Ternpleton-W

ion of Route202 to avoid Birch Hill Fdlle. orth of Bald- 3.4 250,000

r
Relocation of Route 202, to avoid Birch Hill Resewinsville.
Elimination of railroad grade crossing. Route 202

'Uth of Bald- 1
Elimination of railroad

120,0000

Brimfield.
Route 20 from 1941 project easterly to Boys’ Club Brim field by pa: 400,0(

Lunenburg-£
Reconstruction of state highway on I u
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W

through Wales Village, Rc

W

Main Street, R

ua River on Ayer-Shi

L

ites 2, 110 and 11

■Lincoln—B*
•roach to Bedford Airport from Route 2A

East Main Street

L
0.4 12Ciute 126 (Baker’s bridi

Danvers-E
1.0 770,000Extension of Route 128 from 1940 project to Route 1A

North Ando
Reconstruction of state highway on Route 114 from Route 125 to Mid- 4.3 275,000

iing, Bridge Street, RomElimination of

Lynn-Salem.
Reconstruction of state highway on Route 107 fr

to a point near Salem Hospital.
490,000Buchanan bridge

Lynnfield-Peabody.
Newburyport Turnpike, Route 1 from South Ly dd to Danvers line 3.0 1,160,000

L,
1.9linRoute 128, second barrel from Route 1 to Wakefn

Freetown.
tion of state highway, Route 140, from I :ville linesoutherly 0.8R

60,000Bedford line to 0NReconstruction of state highway, Route 140, from
Route 18.

Norton-T
>4l project to a point 2.8 4Reconstruction of state highway, Route 140, from

Tremont Street, Taunton
Fairhaven.

Reconstruction of Huttleston Avenue, Route 50,000

Boston.
[liraination of railroad grade crossing on Bir 0.3 120.000

T
210,000streetElimination of grade crossing on Route 140, County
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The Commission respectfully submits the following li
of possible projects being studied but not yet approved
Many of these •are only possibilities; however, all are in the
reconnoissance and study stages awaiting final decision.
Many will be approved and undoubtedly some will be re-
jected, while others not on this list will be added as soon as
this Commission and the engineers wade through the tre-
mendous amount of material now before us. This list is
furnished more to indicate the size of the task involved and
the work yet to be accomplished than to indicate my par
ticular project or projects to be ultimately selected

State-wide Projects under Consideratio
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Majoe Route Impeovbments.

Sutton to Uxbridge Completion of new Worcester to Providence high-
way.

Brimfteld to Auburn Reconstruction of Route 20, from Brimfield bypass
to Route 12.

Auburn to Northborough Second barrel on southwest connection,
Route 20.

Wellesley to Wakefield Completion of Northern Circumferential High-
way.

Beverly to Gloucester Completion of Route 128 extension from Route 1A
in Beverly to Gloucester, including high level bridge over Annisquam
River, and including bypass of Gloucester.

Danvers to New Hampshire line Completion of Newburyport Turnpike
widening.

Bourne to Orleans Relocation of Route f
Kingston to Plymouth Bypass of Kingston and Plymouth on Route 3,
Well fleet to Provincetown Reconstruction of Route 6 from Eastham line

to Provincetown.
Brimfield to Russell Relocation of Route 20, bypassing Palmer, Spring-

field and Westfield.
Russell to Lee Relocation of Route 20,
Weymouth to Boston (Neponset) — Bypass of Weymouth Landing and

Quincy.
Quincy to Milton Connection between Route 3A in Quincy and Route

138 in Milton, the so-called Shawmut Trail.
Concord to Leominster Relocation of Route 2
Northborough to Salisbury New route from Route 20 to Route 1
Canton to Hingham Relocation of parts of Route 128 between Route

138 and 3A.
Arlington to New Hampshire line Middlesex Turnpike from Route 2

in Arlington to new Lowell Turnpike in Billerica, and extension to
Route 3 at state line.

Middleborough to Plymouth Route 44 from Route 28 traffic circle in
Middleborough to Route 3 in Plymouth.

Boston to Fall River and New Bedford New route to Fall River and New
Bedford with connection to Route 28 to the Cape.

Swansea to Wareham Relocation of Route 6.
East Lee to West Stockbridge Relocation of Route 102, including by

passes of Stockbridge and AVest Stockbridge.
Clinton to Littleton Relocation and reconstruction of sections of Route

110 from Clinton to Route 2.

These projects have a length of about 454 miles and an
estimated cost of about $130,000,000.
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Other State Highway Project

Great Barrington to Sheffield Reconstruction of state highway on Route

Washington Reconstruction of state highway on Route 8 from Hins-
dale line to Becket line.

Williamstown to New Ashford Reconstruction of state highway on
Route 7 from Route 43 to New Ashford Village.

West Boylston to Sterling Reconstruction of state highway on Route
110 from Route 12 to Clinton line

Littleton to Ayer Reconstruction of
Littleton Common to Route 110.

date highway on Route 2 from

Weston to Wayland to Sudbury Re
Route 20 from Weston bypass to

construction of state highway on
1940 project.

Dartmouth to Westport Reconstruction of several old t
6, northerly roadway.

Shelburne to Bucldand Shelburne Falls bypass, Route

m of several old sections on Route

Windsor to Dalton Reconstruction
Windsor Village, westerly.

f state highway on Route 9 from

Great Barrington Reconstruction of
Route 7 to a point near Monterey

state highway on Route 23 from
line.
approaches, Route 2, over Deer-Bucldand to Charlemont Bridge anc

field River (Scott’s bridge).
Greenfield to Bernardston Reconstruc tion of state highway on Routes 5

and 10 from Greenfield to Vermont line.
Deerfield to Whately Bypass of South Deerfield, Route 5.
Cummington to Goshen Reconstruction of state highway on Route 9

from Swift River to Cape Street
Athol to Petersham Reconstruction

Route 2 to Petersham Village.
state highway on Route 32 from

Leominster to Fitchburg Surfacing
cation.

}f graded section of Route 2 relo-

A orlh Attleborough Massachusetts
tial from Rhode Island line to R

tion of Providence Circumferen-
iute 1

Bourne Bypass of Buzzards Bay Routes 6 and 28,
Dalton Reconstruction of state highway on Route 8 from Hinsdale

line, northerly.
Hinsdale Reconstruction of state highway on Route 8 from Washing-

ton line, northerly.
Lee Bypass of East Lee, Route 20,
Lenox Bypass of Lenox, Route 20,
Lunenburg Bypass of Lunenburg, Route
Holden to Rutland —Reconstruction of state highway on Route 122 A

from Holden Village to Route 122.
Mendon to Uxbridge Reconstruction of state highway on Route 16

from Hopedale line to Uxbridge.
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Worcester to Leicester Relocation c Route 9 from June and Mill streets
to Route 9 in Leicester.

Boston to Norwood From Neponset River state highway in Hyde Pari
to Route 1 in Norwood.

Canton From Neponset River state highway in Hyde Park to Route
138 in Canton.

jn Highway extension to NeponsetBoston to Milton American I
River state highway.

Easthampton to Northampton Re instruction of state highway on Route
from Holvoke line to North mpton

Marshfield to Duxbury Reconstruction of state highway on Route 3A
from Fair Grounds, southerlv. *from Fair Grounds, southerly

Charlton to Southbridge Reconstruction of state highway on Route 93
from Charlton City to Southbridge

Webster Bypass of Webster on Route 12
Charlemont Bridge over Deerfield River, Route 2.

f North Adams on RouteNorth Adams to Clarksburg Byj
Lee Route 20, Lee bypass.
Lowell Connection between Ro 13 and Route 110 on north bankt

Merrimac Rive
Lawrence Bypass of Lawrence, Route 110.
Haverhill Bypass of Haverhill, Route 110.

to Revere Beach ParkwayRevere Extension of Squire Re
Salisbury Connection from Route 1A to Salisbury Beach Reservat

,tion on Route 1 at Nahatan StreetNorwood Highway grade separ

tension

Millers River on Route 2A and 63.
■om Route 20 to Connecticut line,
er Merrimac River on Route 113.
of Route 140 from Grafton to Uptor

Erving to Montague Bridge over
Sturhridge Widening Route 15
Groveland to Haverhill Bridge

Grafton to Upton. — Reconstructic
Worcester Lincoln Square on Rc 1lit

Route 38,Winchester Winchester Squ ii

road bridge on Route 202 at Bel-Belchertown Reconstruction of
ehertown Station.

ii

Route 32 (Gibb’sinderp;Ware Reconstruction of railroad
Crossing).

Walpole Reconstruction of railroaiiad bridge on Route IA.
ilroad bridge on Route 122 at Lin woodNorthbridqe Reconstruction of r

These projects have a length of about 160 miles and an
estimated cost of about $30,000,000. They do not include
all the state highway reconstruction needed, but only the
more urgent projects.
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Advance Land Taking

The Committee believes that a program of land takin
for post-war highway projects should be started at one
without waiting for the end of the war.

This is one phase of the post-war program that can be
accomplished now, without the use of critical materials or
labor, and with a probable ultimate saving to the State.

As conditions stand today, the detailed and complete
plans for post-war highways are being prepared. These
plans are expensive because the average cost of surveys,
plans, estimates and designs for a project is about 4 per cent
of the cost of construction. In other words, the completed
plans for a project to cost about $1,000,000 will cost in the
vicinity of $40,000.

These plans are based on conditions as they now exist.
If after the plans are complete, and before the land takings
are made, new buildings are erected or other changes in land
use are made in the area to be taken for highway purposes,
the State has two choices, either to follow the plans as drawn
and pay the additional land damages, or discard the plans
which have cost so much and start all over with new surveys
on a new line to escape the changed conditions. Either
choice represents an added expense to the State which
could be avoided if the land takings were made promptly
after the completion of the plans.

The above contingency is not remote. There are ma
places along the line of post-war highway projects where
housing developments are proposed in the immediate post-
war period. The owners are co-operative but cannot hold
up their developments indefinitely.

In another type of case plans are being prepared for a
highway to follow an abandoned railroad right of way. The
railroad must liquidate its investment as soon as possible
to save taxes, among other things, so cannot wait until
some future date when the State may have the money to
purchase the right of way, so is now selling it in small parcels
to individuals. It will cost the State much more to settle
with these individual owners than it would have to settle
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with the railroad, because the railroad has an incentive to
sell, while the individual owners have not.

When the post-war highway program starts, there will be
a great demand to get as much of it under way at once as
appropriations will permit, particularly if at that time there
is need for unemployment relief. If rights of way have not
been previously obtained there will be serious delays, par-
ticularly where buildings are to be removed.

The State is frequently criticized, and justly so, because
when land takings for highway purposes are made, the
owners are given a very short time to vacate the property
so that the contractor may get to work. This unfortunate
situation would be avoided if the land takings were made
far in advance of the start of construction and owners given
a much longer time within which to vacate.

Therefore, for the reasons of less cost to the State, avoid-
ance of delays at what may be a critical time, and fairness
to property owners, the Committee recommends that ade-
quate appropriations for the taking of land be made as
soon as possible and without waiting until the end of the
emergency.

Metropolitan District Commission.

The parkways under the control of the Metropolitan
District Commission were originally laid out and constructed
as pleasure drives, roadways through park reservations, and
access roads to beaches and other park reservations, all
restricted for use by pleasure vehicles only.

With the growth of automobile traffic many of these park-
ways have become parts of major traffic arteries, although
with few exceptions still restricted to use by pleasure vehicles.

Appropriations in recent years for modernizing these
parkways to fit present and future requirements have been
small, therefore much remains to be done if they are to fit
properly into the larger plans for adequate traffic facilities
for the Boston Metropolitan area.

Under the terms of the resolve this Commission has no
authority over the Metropolitan District Commission, but
no plan for post-war highway improvement is complete
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without the inclusion of some of these major parkway
projects.

Among the major projects there seems to be no question
about the necessity for the following improvements at the
earliest possible time:

Completion of Old Colony Parkway widening from Pope’
Hill to Neponset Circle.

Reconstruction and widening of Revere Beach Parkway
from the circle in Medford near the Wellington bridge to
the Revere Beach section, including highway grade separa-
tions where needed.

New parkway on Nantasket Beach Reservation from
George Washington Boulevard to Phipps Street.

Also several other improvements now under consideration.

Boston Arterial Highway Engineers Committee.

In greater Boston we face the most delayed, technically
complicated and concentrated traffic problem in America.

New York has taken advantage of both the Hudson and
East River banks, natural locations, to construct two mag-
nificent thoroughfares, providing excellent facilities for
the uninterrupted flow of an almost unbelievable amount of
traffic.

Chicago was able to reclaim land on the lake front for
one of America’s most famous boulevards and through wajrs,
relieving the city of a vast amount of through traffic.

Boston lacks such natural possibilities, and must chisel
a great artery through a maze of narrow, winding city
streets, flanked with towering and costly office buildings,
industrial establishments, banks, residential blocks and
never-ending cross streets, converging from every conceivable
direction. This condition constitutes a problem to traffic
engineers perhaps unparalleled anywhere, and cannot be
solved without interfering with many established institu-
tions, practices and customs; however, to exist socially,
commercially and economically, Boston must have modern
traffic facilities. Traffic is slowly strangling the city, and
nothing short of a major operation on the traffic situation
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can avoid serious consequent
prosperity.

to its future growth and

li e are an unpaid Commisi
engineer consultants. In thi
because we believe this proble
tradition and essential local

ion with no funds for hiring
3, perhaps, we are fortunate
m so complicated, steeped in
complications that it would

perhaps present insurmountable difficulties to imported
engineers. It was our belief that within the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works, the city of Boston, the State
Planning Board and the Metropolitan District Commission
there existed an eminently qualified group of traffic, struc-
tural and construction engineers with many years of inti-
mate knowledge, experience and study of this problem,
fully capable of producing a practical solution.

We appealed to these engineers for assistance, and they
mediately responded by organizing the Engineers Com-

mittee, Boston Arterial Highway, on September 24, 194
the purpose of diagnosing the so-called greater Boston

traffic requirements and to recommend to this Commission
proper remedies. To successfully perform this feat within
economic limitations is little short of an engineering miracle.
Many cities throughout the country have appropriated
large sums from time to time to engage the services of con-
sulting engineers for purposes of this kind. The Common-
wealth is indeed fortunate in having this voluntary engineer-
ing advice furnished without additional cost

We-are listing below the membership of the official state
and municipal engineering organizations voluntarily com-
posing the Engineers Committee, Boston Arterial Highway
of the Massachusetts Post-War Highway Commission:

Massachusetts Department of Public Work
State Planning Board.
Metropolitan District Commission
Boston City Planning Board.
Boston Traffic Commission
Boston Public Works Department
Philip H. Kitfibld, Chairman.

Assistant Project Engineer, Department of Public Works
William Stanley Parker, Vice Chairman.

Chairman, Boston City Planning Board.
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Raymond W. Comihn.
Chief Engineer, Department of Public Works

Georoe H. Delano,
if Public WoriProject Engineer, Department

Benjamin R, Davis.
Metropolitan District CommissionDirector of Parks Engineering,

Otis D. Fellows.
BoardChief Engineer, State Plannin

George G. Hyland.
Assistant Engineer, Boston Public Works Department

William T. Morrissey.
Commissioner, Boston Public Works Department

William P. Hickey.
Chairman, Boston Traffic Commissioi

R. 0. Spofford

Bridge Engineer, Department of Public Works
Warren B. Bye.

Senior Civil Engineer, Department of Public W
Benjamin W. Fink

litan District CommissioAssociate Civil Engineer, Met

7
Edgar F. Copell, (

Public 11'Traffic Engineer, Department
Philip T. Desmond.

Traffic Engineer, Boston Traffic (

Harold J. Duffy.

Senior Civil Engineer, State Planning Board
Joseph C. Cressy.

Manager, Highway Planning Survey, Department of Publ
Timothy J. O’Connor.

Wc

Engineer, Boston Traffic Commissi'
Thomas E. McCormick

Executive Director, Boston City 1

e are proud to be associated with this eminent group of
outstanding highway engineers. Vi e have every confidence
in their ability and fully appreciate their efforts. We are
submitting herewith a report by the Engineers Committee,
Boston Arterial Highway, showing progress in detail up
to the present time (see page 39).

This Commission accepts the report of the Engineers
Committee, Boston Arterial Highway, and submits it as
part of this report.

I
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Analysis.

Our past failure to appropriate sufficient funds to keep
abreast of highway requirements has proven economically
unsound. We are now faced with the inevitable emer-
gency. To continue such a short-sighted policy would
certainly be regrettable.

We must therefore analyze our complete highway needs
and costs, and after diagnosing these facts determine a
fiscal policy based upon reality, actual conditions and needs.

Public ways, which but a few short years ago were simply
local streets, have become, almost overnight, through ar-
teries of a national character, with an undreamed of traffic
burden. Instances of this nature are found in every section
of the State. The Commonwealth has avoided its proper
responsibility by placing signs at the entrance of cities and
towns stating “State Highway Ends Here,” and erecting
other signs on the opposite sides of these municipalities
reading “State Highway Begins Here.” This practice is
repeated at both ends of many bridges. Our state highway
system is actually but a series of dead-end streets.
Obviously, through traffic must use the bridges and the
city and town streets. No provision now exists for financing
improvements to these missing links from the Highway Fund.
The municipalities now saddled with the burden of provid-
ing better facilities for these gaps should receive assistance
from the Highway Fund. City and town streets and rural
roads suffer from lack of adequate development in the same
degree as the state highway system.

The motorist now pays the entire cost of the limited state
highway system, principally by payment of the gasoline
tax, together with drivers’ fees, car registrations, etc. This
is proper and just. The remaining approximate 20,000 miles
of public ways, with the exception of state contributions for
chapter 81 and chapter 90, is financed by taxes imposed on

real estate. Certainly a highway or street is an asset to the
motorist as well as to the real estate served by it.

The main internal weakness in our present system is the
relatively small portion of our entire public ways receiving
state aid. City streets, town streets and rural roads are a
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necessary and integral part of our highway system - all a
link in the chain and all equally important to the motorist
to the extent of their usage.

A greatly increased post-war state highway program to
improve existing facilities, and to cushion the effect of both
military and industrial demobilization, is a much-needed
and worthy objective, but to ignore similar conditions and
objectives in our cities, towns and rural highways would
be extremely unfair and certainly subject to criticism.

Recommendations.
We believe that there is emergency need for highway con-

struction immediately after the war which will amount to
at least $125,000,000. We recognize that it is physically
impossible to accomplish this much in a short period, and
therefore this Commission respectfully submits the follow-
ing six-year highway improvement plan for consideration
by the Legislature. This proposed plan is self-liquidating
and financed out of current Highway Fund receipts.

First. Appropriate sufficient money to secure all avail-
able federal funds plus a reasonable sum to allow the State
to construct necessary state highway projects not eligible
for federal aid. The financial plan herewith attached calls
for an annual appropriation by the State of $7,500,000 for
six years to match federal funds. This will match the present
authorized federal funds in four years. It is assumed that
further authorizations by the Congress will be made to cover
the two remaining years of this plan.

Second. • Authorize a yearly allocation to the cities and
towns of $5,000,000, in proportion to the actual appropria-
tions and expenditures by such cities and towns for highway
purposes yearly during the last ten pre-war years ending
with 1941. This plan is not offered as a relief measure.
The gasoline tax is not paid by the motorist for that pur-
pose; it is paid in order that proper modern traffic facilities
may be provided.

This is offered and intended as a highway improvement
plan. It covers every municipality on a proportionate and
impartial basis.
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This appropriation is to be used exclusively for financing
new highway, bridge and street improvement projects, so
badly needed in every city and town in the Commonwealth
and so long delayed

The projects are to be chosen by the Commonwealth,
subject to approval by the cities and towns and built under
standards established by the State and under state super-
vision

Each city and town would receive its just and proportion
ate share of modern improvements, so necessary throughout
the Commonwealth. It will substitute justice for discrimi
nation, and establish a modern, progressive and standard-
ized type of highway improvement throughout the State.

Properly chosen with a uniformity of standards and de-
signed for their usefulness as part of a state-wide pattern of
highway improvements, the projects will constitute a valu
able contribution to our present highway system.

The present method of local taxation levied on real estate
for maintenance of existing facilities, and also new construc-
tion, if so desired, remains unchanged. It logically follows,
however, that local appropriations would materially decrease
as the program progresses. It relieves cities and towns from
the necessity for appropriations covering new highway facili-
ties or improvements. Maintenance charges will decrease
considerably as a result of the reduced cost of maintaining
new permanent and durable improvements. The new
modern improvements will greatly stimulate real estate
commercial and agricultural development; and last but not
least, it will establish a reduced, permanent level of taxation
on real estate for highway purpos

"his plan will stop the never-ending squabble in the
Legislature during each session over the disposition of
few remaining dollars in the Highway Fund, seriousl
demanded and actually needed in practically every section /

of the State at th
One legislative Committee alone has had an average of

wer 75 bills yearly calling for projects totalling in excess of

their time, and, inroxn every ci
to the Staownmy u
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House with costly plans expressing the views of whole
communities to testify in relation to the emergency features
of their proposals. These groups discovered there was no
money for such improvements, and, even more discouraging,
that no provision existed under our present, haphazard dis-
position of the gasoline tax receipts, for present or future
relief.

This plan lends itself particularly well as a post-war pro-
gram. It is extremely simple in application, and should be
the answer to the constant requests made upon the Legisla-
ture for local improvements.

The State not only has a legal but also a moral obligation
to the motorist who pays the gas tax, to spend this fund on
projects properly chosen, designed and constructed.

Availability of Funds.

To consider the ability of the Commonwealth to finance
this highway program for the post-war period it is necessary
to estimate the size of the Highway Fund in the post-war
years, and this in turn depends largely on the gasoline tax
collection

The actual Highway Fund for the last pre-war year, 1941
was as follow

Surplus (beginning of y
Gasoline tax .

52,589,851 56
21,468,015 75
7,917,114 39Registry fees, fines, etc

Miscellaneous 70,386 82

Total 2,045,368 52

This Commission estimates the average annual Higlnnual High

Fund receipt fie first six post-war vears as foil
Surplus. The surplus in the Highway Fund as of t

A 1945, is estimated in House Document No. 1530 at $7,09(
414.91
or the duration of
increase, but to
surplus of $12,000,000
ir $2,000,000 per vear

Gasoline rl
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tires are lifted we may expect a large increase in the use of
gasoline. It is probable that the collections from the first
post-war year will not exceed those of 1941, but as new cars
become available the 1941 figure should be greatly exceeded.
We believe it is conservative to estimate that the gasoline
tax collections for the average of the first six post-war years
will be at least $22,000,000.

Registry Fees, Fines, etc. No marked increase in this
figure is to be expected until new cars are available in large
numbers. The anticipated increase in the gasoline tax is
not from increased number of vehicles, but from increased
use of those in service, a trend that was marked in the pre-
war years.

The average Highway Fund for the first six post-war
years may therefore be estimated as follows;

Surplus 12,000,000
22,000,000Gasoline tax

Registry fees, fines, etc 8,000,000

Total $32,000,000

Anticipated receipts from the federal government are
omitted, as these will roughly balance the expenditures on
the federal share of federal aid projects.

The average requirements per year for the first six post-
war years may be roughly estimated as follows:

Debt service $lOO,OOO
Registry of Motor Vehicles 1,600,000
Insurance, Board of Appeal 70,000v

Gas tax collection .
. . • . . 50,000

State Police 500,000
Pensions 36,000
Compensation for injuries 55,000
Share of expenses, other departments . 111,000J

Temporary salary increase 600,000
Department of Public Works, administration . 45,000
Department of Public Works, building maintenance 170,000
Department of Public Works, engineering . . 3,500,000
State highway maintenance 4,000,000
Chapter 81, maintenance 1,384,000
Massachusetts District Commission, administra

tion and maintenance 1,250.000
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Matching funds, Federal Act of 1944 . . $7,500,000
Matching funds, old Federal balances 700,000
Non-federal state highway projects .... 500,000
Additional funds for land damages .... 400,000
Metropolitan parkways 500,000
Chapter 90, construction 3,000,000
Allocations to cities and towns 5,000,000

Total $31,071,000

The estimates contained in this summary of expected
receipts and expenditures under this plan as indicated above
are presented after a very careful two-year study.

Briefly, this will finance the State’s share of the following
six-year post-war new highway construction program, plus
all fixed and operational expenses of the State Highway
Department, including all maintenance charges and the
legal limit of appropriations for chapter 81, out of the present
3-cent gasoline tax and other Highway Fund receipts.

New Construction.
State highway projects 190,000,000
Gaps in the state highway system in cities

and towns 30,000,000

Total new construction, six-year high-
way improvement plan .... $120,000,000

Chapter 90 $30,000,000
Metropolitan District Commission .

.

, 3,000,000
33,000,000

Grand total, new highway projects on all
public ways $153,000,000

It is our opinion that if the Engineering Division of the
Massachusetts Departznent of Public Works was increased
to capacity and used exclusively for making plans and super-
vising construction, it could prepare and carry out such a
program efficiently and economically. We further believe
that there is sufficient private contractor personnel and
equipment available for a construction program of this size.

Summary.
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This Commission estimates that at least $1,200,000 per
year will be required for land damages under this program
on the state highway system. Under the terms of the Fed-
eral Highway Act of 1944, one third of such damages can be
paid out of the federal funds, equal matching by the State
will take care of one third, and we have allowed in our esti-
mates $400,000 to cover the remainder.

However, it should be noted that no provision has been
made herein to cover rights of way in extraordinarily large
and expensive projects now being considered.

Several of these larger urban projects are now in recon-
noissance stage, and estimates are not yet available. It is
possible that they will ultimately require special financing.

We wish to retain our present industries and attract more
if possible. Traffic facilities are of paramount importance
to possible new industrial development, and have first
priority in deciding location. We must provide the neces-
sary basic requirements.

We cannot afford to jeopardize the retention of our present
industries any more than we can afford to be unprepared to
compete with other sections of the country for the greatest
conversion and new industrial development in history, so
sure to take effect with the coming of the peace. We will
make progress only to the extent of our own progressiveness.

This is Part I of a two part report. Part II is printed
separately and is entitled “Highway Problems.”

Approved.
HARPIS S. RICHARDSON.
EDWARD W. STAVES.
F. EBEN BROWN
HERMAN MACDONALD.
PETER J. JORDAN
EUGENE C. HULTMAN
MICHAEL J. NEVILLI
WILLIAM A. BENNETT
CHARLES A. COYLE.
PHILIP M. MARKLEV
LEO J. SULLIVAN.
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Room 801, Public Works Building,
100 Nashua Street, Boston, Mass., October 31, 1944

The Post-War Highway Commission, Room 249, State House, Bosto
Massachusett

Gentlemen: —On September 24, 1943, the Post-War
Highway Commission appointed a committee of engineers,
to be known as the Engineers- Committee, Boston Arterial
Highway, for the purpose of making a study of projects to
relieve or eliminate traffic congestion in Boston and its
vicinity, and in particular the so-called Boston Central
Arterv and necessary connections.

The Committee is composed of engineers representing the
following agencies: State Public Works Department, State
Planning Board, Metropolitan District Commission, Bos-
ton Public Works Department, Boston City Planning Board,
and Boston Traffic Commission.

The Committee hereby submits a report of progresi
The Committee and its Traffic Subcommittee have held

many meetings, and studies have been made by various
members and groups within the Committee with reports
to the Committee.

The first work has been the collection and study of all
available traffic data, and on the basis of this traffic data
and recommendations by the Traffic Subcommittee the
Committee is considering specific projects, details of loca-
tion and design, estimated costs, and particularly compara-
tive estimates of cost between various possible solutions.

Definite decisions as to the major needs have been made,
but studies as to the details of location and design are still
in progress.

The problem of Boston and Metropolitan Boston traffi
is not new. The daily traffic congestion which exists on th
downtown Boston streets, even in these davs when ga

REPORT OF THE ENGINEERS COMMITTEE,
BOSTON ARTERIAL HIGHWAY.
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rationing and rubber shortages have greatly reduced travel,
is common knowledge to all. The difficulty and delay ex-
perienced by people desiring to get into and out of the city,
and by those desiring to pass through it, are well known far
beyond this immediate neighborhood as constituting one
of the worst traffic spots in the country.

Conditions such as these can only result in a serious
detriment to business and in high transportation costs, to

ry nothing of the safety phase of the situation
Since traffic and its rapid growth in recent years have

created this condition, a measurement and some forecast
of traffic is necessary if the remedies to be applied are to be
made in accordance with the conditions.

Although other agencies and individuals have, during the
past fifteen or twenty years, studied this problem, it is
believed prudent that the latest data should be applied
before any final corrective measures are decided upon, so
that relief of present-day conditions and adequate facili-
ties for future traffic will be reasonably assured.

At the outset it was deemed advisable, for purposes of
investigation, to fix upon a definite area as the zone affected
by and contributing to Boston’s traffic. Inasmuch as traffic
to and from Boston seems to be reflected throughout an
area radiating 10 to 15 miles from the city’s center, the
Metropolitan District (43 cities and towns, including Bos-
ton) was decided upon as the area to be covered.

Two traffic flow maps have been prepared, one of the
entire district and one of downtown Boston. These maps,
together with traffic data of the Highway Planning Survey
and the Boston Traffic Commission, have provided the
basis of our studies.

Since the advent of the automobile, the year 1941, which
was the last normal traffic year before the war, was the
heaviest year for motor vehicle travel on record. Figures
have been compiled for that year to show the distribution
of this travel throughout the State, and in Boston and the
Metropolitan Boston area.

In 1941 the total travel in the State amounted to 10.3
billion vehicle miles, of which 1.1 billion vehicle miles, or
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11 per cent of the State total, was in the city of Boston, and
2.6 billion vehicle miles, or 25.7 per cent of the State total,
was in the Metropolitan District, excluding Boston. The
Boston figures just quoted refer to the city as a whole, and
the travel over all of its 757 miles of street. The average
daily traffic density, which is the number of cars passing
any given point in 24 hours, was found to be 4,072 cars.
Boston’s problem, however, is concentrated in the down-
town section which is that portion of the city northeast of
Massachusetts Avenue, and is shown on the inset section of
the traffic flow map accompanying this report. This map
section shows graphically the average daily traffic volumes
traversing the principal streets in this area, and includes
approximately 29 miles of street. This mileage carries
145,319,640 vehicle miles of travel annually, which is an
average daily traffic density of 14,000 cars. Upon observ-
ing the map it will be noted that the traffic on streets of
less importance is not included, therefore the total travel
in the entire area is substantially greater than the figure
which is quoted above. Also it will be noted that several
of the streets carry daily volumes as high as 20,000, 30,000
and 40,000 cars in contrast to the average of 14,000 cars.
The inadequacy of these downtown Boston streets to carry
these volumes efficiently will be discussed later in this
report.
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This concentration of travel in Boston and in the Metro-
politan District, excluding Boston, is further emphasized

when it is realized that these areas are but 0.56 per cent and
5 3 per cent, respectively, of the total area of the State, and

also contain only 3.2 per cent and 11.7 per cent, respectively,
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of the road mileage within the State. These comparison
can be readily visualized by referring to Fig. 1.

Other items indicating the density in Boston and the
Metropolitan District as compared with the rest of the
State are population and motor vehicle registrations. Bos-
ton according to the 1940 census had 770,816 residents, or
17.9 per cent of the state population; the Metropolitan
District, excluding Boston, had 1,209,405 residents, or 28
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per cent of the state population. The area as a whole,
therefore, which comprises only 5.86 per cent of the total
area, has nearly 46 per cent of the state population.

In 1941, 114,146 motor vehicles were registered in the
city of Boston, and 288,753 were registered in the Metro-
politan District, excluding Boston, 11.9 per cent and 30
per cent, respectively, of the total state registration, which
was 963,122 motor vehicles. The whole Metropolitan Area,
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therefore, had 41.9 per cent of the total registrations. These
comparative data of population and motor vehicle regis-
trations are shown in Fig. 2.

The foregoing facts have generally described the dis-
tribution of traffic throughout the State and the concentra-
tion of traffic in the Boston and Metropolitan District
areas. The magnitude of this condition can be better under-
stood by referring to the traffic flow map. The average
daily volumes traversing most of the main routes and
arteries leading into the Boston area are shown, and a study
of the map readily reveals the traffic congestion to which
the area in question is daily subjected.

In addition to the fact that Boston is overburdened with
traffic, some discussion of the source of this traffic is war-
ranted. The figures used in compiling this phase of the
study refer to Massachusetts registered vehicles only, but
it is believed the percentages produced are applicable to the
total travel. On this basis, therefore, it was found that in
1941, 63 per cent of Boston’s traffic was created by vehicles

registered in Boston; 13 per cent came from the other 42
cities and towns within the Metropolitan District; and 24
per cent originated from places outside of this area. The
amount of this traffic originating in the several cities and
towns in the metropolitan area is shown in Fig. 3. These
figures are all applicable on a city-wide basis. For the con-
gested downtown section of the city the results of a cordon
check made of this section three years ago revealed that in
this particular area 66 per cent of the traffic originated in
places beyond the city limits. This finding indicates, there-
fore, that the bulk of the traffic coming to Boston has its
destination in the business area, or passes through the area
en route to places north, south or west.
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The inadequac}' - of the facilities, especially in the down-
town Boston area, to accommodate satisfactorily the num-
ber of vehicles which enter and leave the area daily is
undisputed.

I

FIGURE 3
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For the most part, the curb-to-curb width of the streets
upon which traffic has been plotted on the inset flow map
is not sufficient. As stated above, these streets on the
average carry 14,000 cars a day, and in some instances as
many as 20,000, 30,000 and 40,000 cars per day. The curb-

BROOK
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to-curb width of the streets throughout the area, with a
few exceptions, is further reduced by parked vehicles on

either one or both sides of the street, thereby in many loca-
tions reducing the traveled way to two lanes. Unfortu-
nately, due to the archaic layout of Boston’s street system
in this area, which consists of a close network of crooked
ways, the cross-movement of traffic which is encountered
ever}' few hundred feet because of the frequent intersec-
tions further impedes the freedom of traffic movement.

The average daily volumes quoted above, which are the
daily flow for 365 days of the year and for 24 hours per day,
are not sufficient to properly portray the true condition
existing on any highway or location being studied. Rather,
the seasonal and daily traffic pattern should be considered
as these volumes produce the peak conditions. Peak in
this instance does not necessarily mean the absolute high
which occurs for one day or for one hour during the year,
but a practical figure which is the volume occurring daily
during the rush hours in the season of -the year carrying
the most traffic. The peak season in this area carries 25
per cent more traffic than the average for the year. There-
fore the average daily flow during the peak season would
be 17,000, 25,000, 37,000 and 50,000 instead of the yearly
figures quoted above.

The daily traffic pattern shows that the peak hours occur
between 4 and 6 p.m., and that each of these hours carries
8 per cent of the total daily traffic. On this basis, therefore,
the congested spots are carrying 1,400, 2,000, 3,000 and
4,000 cars per hour during the rush hours on any week day.

It can be safely stated that during 1941, when motor
vehicle travel was at its peak, traffic in downtowq Boston
had reached its saturation point. Frequently the daily rush
hour tie-up extended to a three or four hour period rather
than to one or two hours, because of an accident, a fire or
a drawbridge opening which had occurred at 3 or 4 o’clock
at some point a mile or two away from the immediate
heart of the city, and tied up traffic throughout the whole
downtown area.

Although the driving restrictions due to the war have
afforded temporary relief, 1941 travel volumes will prob-
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ably be higher within a year or two after the close of the
war, or as soon as gasoline, rubber and cars are available.
The desire of people to ride, even in these times, is clearly
indicated by the rise. noted in the traffic volumes immedi-
ately after any favorable change in the driving regulations
has been announced, such as lifting the ban on pleasure
driving or increasing the value of a ration coupon. How
much and how rapidly traffic will continue to rise is prob-
lematical. Traffic forecasts made in the past have regu-
larly proven to fall short of the actual experience. Travel
increase in the past is shown by the rise in the Metropoli-
tan District from 1.8 billion vehicle miles in 1927 to 3.7
billion vehicle miles in 1941, an increase of slightly over
100 per cent in fourteen years.

The improvements promised in the post-war car will, un-
doubtedly, tend to induce more mileage per year per vehicle
than in the past. This makes traffic forecasts more difficult
than with the criteria ordinarily used for this purpose;
namely, car registrations, population, persons per car oper-
ating, miles per gallon, etc.

A traffic forecast prepared in 1939 projected to 1960 pre-
dicted 1,002,393,000 gallons of motor fuel consumption for
that year in Massachusetts. If an increased efficiency of
operation factor of 10 per cent is used rather than 5 per
cent, which has been the factor used by several States in
computing such forecasts prior to the war, the average miles
per gallon of gas would be 14.9 rather than 13.54.

Gallons consumed in 1960 multiplied by miles per gallon
produces 14.9 billion vehicle miles for the State, an increase
of nearly 50 per cent over 1941. This forecast was made
without /anticipating the war. If it is assumed then that
it will be 1945 or 1946 before traffic volumes equivalent to
1941 return, the forecast may be advanced to 1965.

Based upon these data and a practical knowledge of the
conditions, this Committee has studied the Boston and
Metropolitan District problem and makes recommendations
as the first steps toward a comprehensive plan for solution
of the problem.

These recommendations, the specific reasons for them and
the attendant circumstances are as follows:
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Boston Central Artery

The Committee has agreed that a new north-south fa-
cility entering Boston via the Charles River Dam and pro-
ceeding southerly to a point on Albany Street in the vicinity
of Dover Street is necessary tp relieve the congested con-
ditions existing in the downtown retail, office and market
districts. The existing streets are being used to capacity,
and even if parking were entirely eliminated from them
and a freer flow of traffic were thus accomplished, the re-
sults would only be temporary and partially satisfactory.
The anticipated volume of post-war traffic and the fre-
quency of street intersections will continue to prevent a
reasonable traffic flow, and conditions will only become
steadily worse unless proper plans are made at this time
to relieve them.

The proposed central artery will traverse widened exist-
ing streets part of the way and proceed over new layouts
at other locations. The exact locations are vet to be deter-
mined.

Ordinary street widenings
not accomplish the desired r

jr new streets at grade will
nit for such an arten

The artery" must contain
movements, no left turns,
except at designated points,
satisfy these conditions is on

an expressway with no cross
ro pedestrians and no access

The only design which will
in which the grades are sepa-

rated at all cross streets that cannot be cut off. In down-
town Boston, streets that cannot be cut off are so close
together that the grade separations are continuous and the
result is an elevated or depressed highway

4 depressed highway in open cut with service roads on
either side and with cross streets carried across on bridges
at ground level would be an attractive solution if sufficient
width could be obtained. In general, however, such a solu-
tion is not feasible in downtown Boston for the entire
length of the project because of the high property damages

A depressed highway in a roofed tunnel with local traffi
on the roof would overcome the width problem, but would
add greatty to the initial cost and maintenance because of
the necessary ventilation, lighting and tire protection.
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Either design is further plicated by the cost
tructure below tidewater level
)und structures that would be

meting and maintaining a
xistmg um

ncount id water, sewer, gas and
"e pipes ana conduits
4. solution therefore c 01 either an c a struc-

It has been previously stated that an in-and-out cordon
check revealed that 66 per cent of the traffic in this area
ariginated in places beyond the city limits. Most of this
traffic is made up of shoppers, workers and business people
desiring to stop.

We estimate that the proposed expressway would attract
me third of those entering and leaving the area via the ten
streets listed above. The average total daily traffic over
his highway of an in-and-out nature would therefore be ap-
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proximately 60,000 cars. This estimate is based on the
assumption that the cars from the south would penetrate
the area to the north as far as the tunnel and return; from
the north they may penetrate as far south as the South
Station and return. The average traffic, therefore, on the
end sections of the artery between Albany Street and the
South Station, and between the Charles River Dam and the
Sumner Tunnel, would be approximately 27,000 cars and
32.000 cars, respectively, while the middle section from the
South Station to the tunnel would carry an amount some-
where between 30,000 and 60,000 cars, probably about
50.000 for an average, as many would go only part of the
way from either direction.

So far these estimates have only concerned the in-and-out
traffic and not through traffic. No figures are available to
determine how much of the 1941 or of the present-day traffic
is of a through-route nature, but it is believed to be relatively
small. However, it is reasonable to assume that if a facility
is provided which will permit a practically uninterrupted
run through Boston to be made from distant points on
Routes 1, C2B, C37, Dorchester Avenue and Washington
Street on the south, to distant points on Routes 1, Cl, 28,
38 and 107 on the north, a fair amount of through traffic
would be attracted to it. The total volume on these routes
was checked at a point four miles out from the center of the
city to determine the actual amount of route traffic on these
highways, and it was found to total 151,000 vehicles. If
only 5 per cent of this number were to use the proposed
central artery for a through route, 7,500 more cars per day
would be added to the 50,000 already estimated.

On a 60,000-car day basis a 6-lane expressway theoreti-
cally would be subjected to 10,000 cars per lane per day,
and on an hourly basis the daily peak hours, which occur
between 4 and 6 p.m., would carry 800 cars per hour per
lane. During the three heaviest months these hours would
carry 1,000 cars per hour per lane.

Twelve hundred cars per hour per lane is considered
desirably conservative basis for estimating the capacity
this type of highway. On this basis it might reach its c
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pacity by 1965 with a factor of safety available to take care
of some further increase if it occurs.

It has been suggested that this proposed structure be
considered a through-route highway entirely, with only one
or two ramp approaches to it along its entire length. The
through-route traffic in this area is not sufficiently heavy
to warrant such a highway. If the primary purpose of the
project were to rapidly move a heavy through traffic move-
ment from one side of the city to the other without mixing
with local traffic, there would be no need of constructing it

as a more expeditious and less
ained elsewhere.

through the heart of the city,
expensive route could be obt

project is to relieve downtown
problem is largely local traffic

The primary purpose of thi
Boston congestion, where the
and traffic desiring to enter and leave the area. This can be
done only by providing such highway facilities as will give
quick and easy access to the area, and will accommodate a
sufficient number of cars so that the congested conditions
on the adjacent streets will be materially relieved.

The principal points which will need access to and from
the expressway are the South Station, State Street, Sumner
Tunnel, Haymarket Square, the North Station and Prison
Point bridge.

In 1941, before the old elevated structure was removed
Atlantic Avenue was carrying a daily average of 25,000 ve-000

hides, a large proportion of which was truck traffic. It i-
estimated that since the removal of the structure traffic oi

the avenue has increased to .approximately 32,000 vehicle;
per day, despite the general decrease at most other locationsin

Anticipating the post-war traffic increases, the Committee
believes that it is highly desirable that the improved condi-
tions of Atlantic Avenue, accomplished by the removal of
the elevated structure, be preserved.

The new artery should consist of an 8-lane divided surface
roadway with a 6-lane divided expressway.

Approximately 60,000 cars per day have been estimated
as the amount of traffic which will use the expressway.
Although 8 lanes are suggested for the surface highway, it is
not anticipated that these will carry more than 50 per cent
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of the amount carried by the expressway, because of the
interruptions caused by the entering streets and businesses
along the way. It is estimated that a total of 90,000 cars
per day will use the artery upon completion.

As regards entering streets, there are a few places where
heavy east-west cross movements will occur, particularly
at State Street, at Congress Street and at Summer and
Federal streets. Special treatment of these intersections
with the surface roadway is recommended. At other places
openings in the center divisional strip should be kept to a
minimum, so that flow on the surface roadway will not be
unnecessarily impeded.

Northerly Approach, Northern Artery

In 1941 the Northern Artery (Routes 1-28-38) fron
Prison Point bridge to Washington Street, Somerville, was

and from Washington Street
lington bridge at the ReY'ere

carrying 34,000 cars per day,
to the traffic circle beyond We
Beach Parkway it was carryii
daily. The entire distance is i

g from 40,000 to 50,000 cars
pproximately 3.0 miles.

During the rush hours traf t eight places alonj
ghway was regularly block d for several hundred fee

and at times extended to half a mile or more. These pla

1. Lechmere Square, Cambridge.
At the bridge over the Fitchburg Division of the B. & M. R.R., Son

ville.
3. At Somerville Avenue, Somerville,
4. At Washington Street, Somerville
5. Near Highland Avenue, Somerville
6. At Broadway, Somerville.
7. At Mystic Avenue, Somerville.
8. At the Revere Beach Parkway Circle, Medford

Under the 1941 traffic conditions each of these eigl
locations along the three-mile length of highway warrante
special treatment. With the exception of the railroad bridg
the solution would be a grade separation at each place.

To discharge the Boston Central Artery traffic at Led
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mere Square and provide no improvements along the North-
ern Artery beyond this point would create an unbearable
condition when post-war traffic returns to the 1941 volume
and then continues to increase.

Since the bulk of the traffic along this route remains
40,000 and 45,000 cars per day, and does not disperse until
it reaches the Revere Beach Parkway Circle, the addition
of the Boston Central Artery traffic, which would also be
largely of an express route nature, would logically call for

ugh traffic treatment for the entire length of the North
Artery.

For this reason, and for the fact that at eight locations
mg this highway special intersection design is already
cessary, it is recommended that the whole route be con-
iered, and that some form of express or limited at
ghway be provided. It is suggested that either an

highway be continued as a six-lane divided roadway
t a six-lane depressed highway be constructed witf

suitable service roads, or that a six-lane divided roadwa
he existing grade be fenced with limited a to it

provided, and the intersections be tr
rib'

Southerly Approach, Blub Hills Radiai

The southerly approach to the Central Artery should
iroceed along Albany Street widened, should cross Massa-
chusetts Avenue and extend along a new location east of
md parallel to Hampden Street and Blue Hill Avenue to

r Street, and thence to the American Legion Highway,
is approach will serve heavy volumes of traffic which

row enter and leave the city via several routes; namely,
Beaver Street, Blue Hill Avenue and Hampden Street,

lumbia Road and Morton Street
It has been estimated that approximately 42,000 cars per

day, to and from the south, will use the Central Artery.
This traffic will follow the proposed Blue Hills Radial to the
md of the route.

It is recommended, therefore, that this highway consists
a six-lane, divided, limited access highway with .the
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grades at the principal intersections separated and all othe
ntersections cut off. Pedestrians should be prohibite
rom crossing on the surface and overpasses should be prc
lided for them at convenient places.

?r
■d

the American Legion HighTo complete this approach
e recently constructedway should be extended to tl
River in Milton and H
be extended to Route 1

highway along the Neponset ;e

Park, and this should in tun
Norwood and Route 138 in Cf nton

It should be emphasized that the only proper and coni]:

ilution to the problem is a continuous express route thrc i

the city from a point of dispersal on one side to a poinc

dispersal on the other, as provided above, beyond whi 1
points additional improvements on state highways, n
politan parkways, am )wn streets may be ne«

gnitude than the central irut which may be of less r
provement

Easte \pproach

e Central Artery is by wtThe easterly approach to t
of the Sumner Tunnel and Route Cl, which connects will
Routes 1, 107 and IA. , This approach is also the connec
tion between Boston proper and the Logan Airport at East
Boston.

Beyond Bennington Street Route Cl is reasonably ad
quate, and therefore this study extends from Benningtc
Street to the Central Artery via the Sumner Tunnel.

Traffic in the Sumner Tunnel is continuous and variec
It consists of passenger cars, trucks and busses.

When the northbound traffic emerges from the Tunnel it
enters Porter Street, a “T” intersection. Opposing stream
of traffic are separated by small islands. Even though
street is of generous width, the available lanes are lessenec

two because of parking on both sides between the Tunne
nd Chelsea Street.
The northerly side of Porter Street, between the poi

just named, is given over to business establishments. (

narily this would not merit special mention. In this in-
stance, however, the bulk of the Saturday business is
ducted on the sidewalks. Tl results in ped(
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overflowing into the street and mingling with vehicular traf-
fic. It must be borne in mind, too, that by and large Satur-
day tunnel traffic is the heaviest of the week.

From Porter Street traffic turns left into Chelsea Street.
This street is flanked on both sides, for its entire length,
with three-family houses. Originally built to accommodate
three families, many of these it is understood now house as
many as six families.

The children of these families are fairly numerous. Ac-
cording to state and city planning board figures, 585 chil-
dren reside on Chelsea Street between Porter Street and
Day Square.

But this does not represent the entire pedestrian prob-
lem. Child-pedestrian crossings on this street, considering
four such crossings daily, amount to 2,340. Due to the
lack of adequate recreational facilities the children of this
neighborhood spend their out-of-door hours on the street
engaging in games of various kinds, including baseball.

The summer months add to the congestion and hazards
on this street. Due to cramped living quarters and lack of
ventilation, adults augment the number of persons in the
street and on the sidewalks.

The hazards of the streets just mentioned, Porter Street
and Chelsea Street, are reflected in the accident situation.
According to accident data submitted by the Boston Traffic
Commission, during the period from January 1, 1938, to
October 1, 1943, these streets have had 137 and 139 injury
accidents, respectively. Moreover, Chelsea Street has been
the scene of five fatal accidents.

Similar accident conditions prevail for the entire length
of Route Cl from Porter Street to McClellan Highway.

For a like period this length of highway, from the tunnel
to the McClellan Highway, which is slightly in excess of
one mile in length, has witnessed 410 injury accidents and
8 fatalities. The following table gives the accident situa-
tion of the streets in question in detail:
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Street. 1938. 1939. 1940. 1941. 1942. 1943. Total.

Porter and London .... 4 1 3 2 6 - 16
Porter and Havre ....

4 3 2 5 4 18
Porter and Paris ....

2 2 4 4 2 5 19
Porter and Chelsea .... 14 5 18 3 2 2 44

Bennington and Bremen ...24 3 2 5 - 16
Bennington and Neptune ... 4 9FF 5F 3 2 1 24FFF
Bennington and Orleans ...

- 2 - - 2 - 4
Bennington, Frankfort and Swift .3 2 5 6 - 16
Chelsea and Marion .... 5 3 3F 5 1 - 17F
Chelseaand Brooks .... 7 3F 2 1 11 15F
Chelsea and Putnam ... 2 4 2 6 8 1 23
Saratoga and Swift .... 3 1 - 1 2 7
Day Square 711 4 9 72 40

Between Intersections.

Porter Street, Nos. 31-122 6 6 12 11 5 - 40
Chelsea Street, Nos. 115-362 . 20 17F 19 15FF 13 - 84FFF
Bennington Street, Nos. 263-453 .6 1 9F 5 4 2 27F

89 74 91 78 64 14 410—9F
4F 3F 2F

Bennington Street crosses Chelsea Street at Day Square
This intersection is spacious and is fringed with small busi
ness establishments. Traffic streams cross in several direc
tions at this point. Delay and congestion are increased
trolley cars entering from three approaches.

Bearing right from Day Square the route continues alon£
Bennington Street through a district not densely populated
A short distance north of the square the route turns lefl
into Swift Street, a short street which terminates at McClel-
lan Highway. The latter runs northerly and joins Route.-
IA, 107, 62 and 1.
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The following tabulation shows the length, type, width
nd daily volume of each of {he streets in the link:

Street Length Type of P w?^nnt A A'e^f«e
b (Feet). ; Pavement. i „Pa !>y

; (reet). Traffic.

Sumner Tunnel . . 6,400 Grouted block ... 21 21,000
Porter Street .... 500 Bituminous concrete 2-36 22,000
Chelsea Street . . . . j 2,800 Bituminous concrete 50 17,500

Bennington Street . . . J 2,000 Bituminous concrete and 60 to 75 16,800
tracks with block.

Day Square to Swift Street 300 Cement concrete . 50 18,000

Average day, 19,000 cars.

The accompanying bar-charts prepared by the State Plan-
ning Board shed additional light upon the volume of traffic
in the area. These charts, giving weekly, monthly and yearly
traffic volumes, show that during 50 per cent of the time
the flow is greater than average. It likewise reveals that on
35 days in 1941, or 10 per cent of the time, the tunnel car-
ried more than 26,000 vehicles on an average day. This
represents a 30 per cent increase, for this peak period, over
an average day for the same year.
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CHART SHOWING
AVERAGE HOURLY PERCENT OF TRAFFIC FLOW

THROUGH SUMNER TUNNEL
AU6.2, 1943 TO AUG. 8.1943 INCLUSIVE
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A second chart, attached hereto, showing tunnel flow dur-
ing a week in August, 1943, was compiled by the Boston
Traffic Commission. This chart shows the percentage of
tunnel traffic carried each hour of the day. It will be noted
that the peak hour flow in each instance approximates 8 per
cent of the total daily traffic. This figure corresponds with
other similar compilations made both for Boston and for
the State as a whole.

Based on experience of past years, we can, in the post-
war period, look forward to an annual increase in motor
vehicle travel. Projecting our figures twenty years hence,
it does not seem that accuracy would be strained were we
to point to a 50 per cent increase over 1941.

The State Planning Board charts, previously referred to,
can readily be used as a basis for arriving at an approxi-
mate figure. The chart shows one 35-day period when tun-
nel traffic averaged 26,000 cars daily. By adding 4,000 cars,
the estimated traffic volume increase to and from the Airport,
we arrive at a flow of 30,000 cars per day. With a5O per
cent increase within two decades, the tunnel would then
be carrying, during its peak season, 45,000 vehicles per day.

Consideration can now be given to the Logan Airport
connection. It is estimated that upon completion the aver-
age daily volume of this highway would approximate 5,000
vehicles. Again, projecting our figures twenty years for-
ward, we can, assuming a 50 per cent increase, anticipate
an average daily flow of 7,500 vehicles. This figure is in-
cluded in the 45,000 total figure reported in the last para-
graph.

In the light of anticipated volume certain facts are easily
deductible. Route Cl, with an estimated dailv volume of
45,000 cars, from through traffic and from airport traffic,
will be forced to carry an extremely heavy flow. Such a
thing would not be feasible over the route as it is at present.

On the basis of 1,000 to 1,250 vehicles per lane it is obvious
that the proposed project should be —•

1. Cl, Tunnel to McClellan Highway. Six-lane, divided roadway
with necessary service roads and with no intersections at grade.

2. Logan Airport Highway. Four-lane divided highway, with lane
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of sufficient width to allow pleasure cars to overtake and pass slower
moving heavy trucks and busses with safety.

3. Junction of Route Cl and Highway to the Airport. —ln order to
accommodate the many anticipated turning movements to and from the
Airport, provisions for interchange of traffic without cross movements
should be made at this point.

The Airport is being gradually established as the focal
point of aviation for the northeast section. This being so
the field must be properly serviced. On this score alone
the proposed project is warranted. If further support for
the project is required, however, we need but turn to the
traffic conditions that obtain on the short stretch of Route
Cl, between the northerly portal of the tunnel and McClel-
lan Highway. Of course, the traffic volumes projected in
this report cannot become a reality until the second tube
of the Sumner Tunnel as originally intended is constructed
to relieve conditions that are presently reaching capacity.

The design and operation of the Central Artery and its
approaches as limited access ways will afford swift, unim-
peded flow of traffic, and will provide capacity not other-
wise attainable. The efficiency and capacity of the route
will be impaired, however, unless the outlying connections
are adequate.

Other Approaches

The above projects, if carried into effect plus needed im-
provements beyond the radius considered, will provide con-
nections to the proposed Central Artery from the following
radial routes; IA, 107, Cl, 1 north, 28 north, 38, 1 south and
138.

Other approaches are needed which will provide connec-
tions to Route 3 to the northwest, Routes 2, 20 and 9 to the
west, Routes 28 and 37 to the south, and Routes 3 and 3A
to the southeast.

Studies for these approaches are being made as well as
Indies for circumferential and distribution routes, includ-

ing a connecting route between Albany Street and the
Charles River Embankment, to complete the encirclement
of the downtown area.
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Studies for other connections that do not involve num-
bered routes are to be made as well as for other improve-
ments in the downtown area that will facilitate the flow of
traffic to and from the Central Artery.

Off-Street Parking and Truck Terminal Facilitii
The Committee recognizes that an adequate system of

traffic arteries in a central area, such as downtown Boston,
does not by itself achieve accessibility. A necessary comple-
ment is an adequate distribution of terminal facilities and
parking areas.

Additional off-street parking facilities are critically needed
in the heart of downtown Boston. At present there are
off-street accommodations for only 1,325 cars in public
garages and for 2,657 cars in parking lots. This total of
4,182 spaces is entirely inadequate even at the present time.
The creation of a new Central Artery plus the certain tre-
mendous increase in post-war traffic will seriously augment
this problem.

Another serious cause of congestion in the downtown area
of Boston which will be aggravated rather than alleviated
by the construction of the new Central Artery is the in-
creasing use of our streets by large trucks engaged in inter-
city haulage of freight. The present practice entails door-
to-door deliveries of partial loads by these tremendous
vehicles.

The presence of these vehicles on the narrow streets of tl
downtown area often causes complete stagnation of traff
in these streets.

The Committee believes that suitable truck-terminal
facilities located adjacent to, but outside, the perimeter
of the downtown area must be created as soon as possible..
The operation of trucking terminals should eliminate these
large intercity trucks from the downtown area by providing
an opportunity for exchange of loads to small delivery
trucks.

Further studies of the details of these problems are being
continued by the Committee in order to arrive at a com-
plete and logical conclusion to these important problems.
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Recommendations

The Committee recommends that 'these studies be con-
tinued in order that (1) a complete plan for the important
routes entering and passing- through Boston may be pre-
pared; (2) that the definit location and design of each
project ma}r be determined ,t the earliest possible date
and (3) that surveys, plan stimates and specifications

projects so determined may be prepared asfor each of th
isible to take advantage without delay of any

! that may be made in the post-war period.
quickly as po;
appropriation

Respectfully submitted
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